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EDITOR'S PREFACE.

In the former volume * nearly one half of the essays brought together by Wichard Lange in a volume entitled The Pedagogies of the Kindergarten have already been printed, in Miss Jarvis’s translation. Those essays relate more especially to the plays and games, although in several articles the gifts are discussed with some degree of thoroughness. In the present volume the educational principles underlying the gifts are more thoroughly discussed. Again and again in the various essays Froebel goes over his theory of the meaning of the ball, the sphere, the cube, and its various subdivisions. The student of Froebel has great advantage, therefore, in reading this volume, inasmuch as Froebel has cast new light on his thought in each separate exposition that he has made. Sometimes the briefest mention may prove the most illuminat-

* No. XXX of the International Educational Series.
ing, and certainly every brief summary helps to understand the extended treatise.

Froebel proceeds from the solid to the surface through tablets and stick-laying, and finally reaches drawing. He returns to the solid through paper folding and the constructing of outlines of the regular solids by means of sticks joined by means of soaked peas.

The essays on the training school for kindergartners and the method of introducing children's gardens into the kindergarten are very suggestive and useful. In fact, there is no other kindergarten literature that is quite equal in value to the contents of this present volume. The remaining essays in Lange's volume not yet translated are mostly of an ephemeral character, treating of occasions like the play festival at Altenstein (No. 29), a speech at the opening of the first kindergarten in Hamburg (No. 28), a sketch of the constitution of a proposed educational society (No. 25), and two other papers of like character (Nos. 23 and 24).

With the publication of the present volume a complete list of the original works of Froebel in English translation has been provided in this series, namely:
EDITOR’S PREFACE.

Froebel’s Education of Man, Vol. V.
The Mottoes and Commentaries of Mother-Play, Vol. XXXI.
The Songs and Music of the Mother-Play, Vol. XXXII.
The Pedagogics of the Kindergarten, Vols. XXX and XLIV.

Besides these, the series furnishes other helpful volumes for the understanding of Froebel, namely:
Miss Blow’s Symbolic Education, Vol. XXVI, and Letters to a Mother, Vol. XLV.
Mr. Hughes’s Froebel’s Educational Laws, Vol. XLI.

W. T. HARRIS.
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